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SUMMARY

One of the goals of synthetic biology is to develop
programmable artificial gene networks that can
transduce multiple endogenous molecular cues to
precisely control cell behavior. Realizing this vision
requires interfacing natural molecular inputs with
synthetic components that generate functional mo-
lecular outputs. Interfacing synthetic circuits with
endogenous mammalian transcription factors has
been particularly difficult. Here, we describe a sys-
tematic approach that enables integration and trans-
duction of multiple mammalian transcription factor
inputs by a synthetic network. The approach is facil-
itated by a proportional amplifier sensor based on
synergistic positive autoregulation. The circuits effi-
ciently transduce endogenous transcription factor
levels into RNAi, transcriptional transactivation, and
site-specific recombination. They also enable AND
logic between pairs of arbitrary transcription factors.
The results establish a framework for developing
synthetic gene networks that interface with cellular
processes through transcriptional regulators.

INTRODUCTION

Development of synthetic gene networks, or circuits, has tended

to employ two complementary approaches. One approach

focuses on the unique function of a gene circuit, e.g., bio-

manufacturing (Steen et al., 2010), complex dynamics (Elowitz

and Leibler, 2000; Gardner et al., 2000; Stricker et al., 2008;

Tigges et al., 2009), or information processing (Ausländer et al.,

2012; Benenson, 2012; Deans et al., 2007; Friedland et al.,

2009; Green et al., 2014; Park et al., 2003; Rinaudo

et al., 2007; Tamsir et al., 2011). The cells in which these net-

works operate are viewed as relatively passive containers, or

chassis. A complementary effort aims to alter or modify cellular

processes by focusing on gene circuits that interface with the

host cell, sensing endogenous inputs from the cell or environ-

ment and responding with specific biologically active outputs

(Ausländer et al., 2014; Culler et al., 2010; Kobayashi et al.,
Cell Re
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2004; Nissim and Bar-Ziv, 2010; Slomovic and Collins, 2015;

Xie et al., 2011). Such circuits are conceptually similar to regula-

tory or signaling pathways, with inputs typically conveying infor-

mation about an internal or environmental cell state and thus

driving a desired response.

Although known mechanisms are typically used to establish

interactions between endogenous inputs and synthetic compo-

nents, extensive engineering effort is often necessary to match

the two. One example is a family of proportional microRNA

(miRNA) sensors (Lapique and Benenson, 2014) that employ

RNAi (Fire et al., 1998; McManus and Sharp, 2002). Mammalian

transcription factors (TFs) comprise another family of well-stud-

ied (Janknecht et al., 1993; Kadonaga et al., 1987), information-

rich cellular inputs (Hobert, 2008). Although researchers con-

structed used complex transcriptional regulatory building blocks

and networks (Amit et al., 2011; Farzadfard et al., 2013; Khalil

et al., 2012; Leisner et al., 2010; Li et al., 2015; Lienert et al.,

2013; Maeder et al., 2013; Perez-Pinera et al., 2013), they have

tended to employ non-native transcriptional inputs.

Here, we present a framework for systematic rational design

of selective and robust sensing, integration, and transduction

of endogenous TF activity in mammalian cells. We begin by

describing a cell-based assay for characterization of TF sensor

elements and their comparative analysis. We use five transcrip-

tional activators, each tested with a panel of response elements

(REs). Due to modest induction levels, we augmented the sen-

sors with positive transcriptional feedback using an artificial

amplifier activator and observed, counterintuitively, high

response levels and low leakage. We dissect the behavior of

composite promoters within this feedback loop and uncover

high synergy between the feedback amplifier activator and the

endogenous input of interest. As a result, the sensors do not

function as binary switches (Xiong and Ferrell, 2003) that

generate either very low or saturated output, depending on

whether the input is below or above a certain threshold (all-or-

none response). Instead, they are amplifiers whose output grows

in proportion to the input. They operate well within the physiolog-

ical activity range of the input. The initial dataset and computa-

tional analysis allow formulation of design principles that we illus-

trate using three additional TFs. We next show that high-synergy

promoters can be employed for tunable two-input AND logic

between unrelated TFs, requiring simultaneous activation by

both factors to trigger a response. Furthermore, we demonstrate
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Figure 1. Characterization of Open-Loop Transcriptional Sensors

(A) Schematics of a sensor screening assay in HEK Tet-On cells. TATA indicates a core minimal promoter. DNA constructs and protein products are shown.

Pointed arrow indicates transactivation.

(B) Schematics of the HNF1A/B, HNF4A, and SOX9/10 sensors. The sequences of 13 REs and a spacer (sp) are shown. Only top strands are shown for HNF1A/B

and HNF4A.

(C) TF sensor population-averaged responses in HEK Tet-On cells in the presence and absence of Dox, as indicated, and in the HuH-7 cell line. Each bar

represents mean ± SD of biological triplicates.

(D) Mutual crosstalk between the TFs (y axis) and sensors (x axis). The color code indicates averaged AmCyan intensity.

rtTA, reverse tetracycline-responsive transcriptional activator; CMV, cytomegalovirus promoter; TetOn, HEK293 Tet-On cells.
sensor utility in diverse scenarios such as miRNA induction,

transactivation of downstream genes, and site-specific recom-

bination. Our findings open the door to rational design of effi-

cient and selective transcriptional sensors as part of down-

stream synthetic networks for sophisticated intervention into

cell physiology.

RESULTS

Characterization of TF REs on a Neutral Background
We designed an assay (Figure 1A) to probe TF interactions with

their REs and gauge their specificity and selectivity. In this assay,

we transfect cells with two DNA cassettes. The first one com-

prises a bidirectional Tet RE (TRE) promoter controlling the

cDNA of a TF input (Senkel et al., 2005) and an mCherry fluores-

cent reporter in a doxycycline (Dox)-dependent fashion, such

that mCherry fluorescence can be used as a proxy for TF con-

centration. The second cassette (sensor) contains a TF binding

site or sites cloned in front of a low-leakage minimal mammalian

promoter (Hansen et al., 2014), driving an AmCyan fluorescent

reporter. mCherry-AmCyan reporter pair allows indirect assess-

ment of the input-output relationship between a TF and the regu-
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lated gene product (Kim and O’Shea, 2008; Rosenfeld et al.,

2005). Initially, the inputs comprised liver-enriched hepatocyte

nuclear factors (HNFs) HNF1A, HNF1B (Odom et al., 2004),

and HNF4A (Dean et al., 2010) and developmental regulators

SOX9 (Kadaja et al., 2014) and SOX10 (Zhou et al., 2014). We

constructed panels of six REs for HNF1A/B (Senkel et al.,

2005; Tronche et al., 1997), three REs for HNF4A (Fang et al.,

2012), and seven REs for SOX9/10 (Peirano and Wegner,

2000), with elements differing in the number of binding site re-

peats, their sequence, and their spacing (Figure 1B). We use

HEK293 Tet-On (HEK Tet-On) cells that do not express these

factors endogenously (Kikuchi et al., 2007; K€uspert et al.,

2012; Lucas et al., 2005; Wissm€uller et al., 2006) but enable their

Dox-dependent ectopic induction.

Population-averaged ‘‘off’’ responses (Figure 1C) with zero

Dox confirm the lack of endogenous expression of all five factors

in HEK Tet-On cells. The ‘‘on’’ values (saturated Dox) obtained

with different REs uncover diverse behaviors of the cognate

TFs. HNFs exhibit sublinear (Zhang and Andersen, 2007) depen-

dency, whereby doubling the number of binding sites results

in a less than double output increase. HNF1A is stronger than

HNF1B, consistent with earlier observations (Kitanaka et al.,



2007). However, the SOX factors show superlinear activation,

with output-level fold change surpassing the binding site number

fold change. This suggests synergy between TFs bound to indi-

vidual sites (Perez-Pinera et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2013). The

data also support previous in vitro observations in favor of two

high-affinity sites, C-C (Peirano and Wegner, 2000), and confirm

the importance of cooperative SOX9 and SOX10 dimerization,

judging from the low response of monomer-binding C-inverted

C (C-Cinv) RE. To test sensors’ response to physiological TF

level, we transfected them into a HuH-7 liver cancer cell line

that expresses HNF1A/B, HNF4A, and SOX9/10 (Figure 1C).

The activity of various REs in this context recapitulates to

some extent the behavior in HEK Tet-On cells, with the best re-

sponders in HEK cells remaining the best responders in HuH-7

cells (apart from a change in ranking with HNF4A). However,

quantitatively, the responses do not correlate well between the

two cell types, likely due to additional modulating interactions

between TF inputs and cell background in HuH-7. In particular,

the SOX9/10 33 C-C site works better in HuH-7 cells compared

to 33 C-C0, while its relative advantage in HEK Tet-On cells is

only 2-fold. Members of the SOX-E group (SOX8, SOX9, and

SOX10) share sequence homology in the DNA binding domain

(Wegner, 2010), and this difference in response may be ascribed

to sensor interaction with other members of the group in HuH-7

cells. Finally, we evaluated mutual cross-activation in this library

of transcription factors and response elements in HEK Tet-On

cells. The resulting matrix (Figure 1D) is consistent with the

expectation, showing only the expected cross-reactivity be-

tween TFs with homologous DNA binding domains.

Flow cytometry data in transient transfection can be binned

and averaged by the input (mCherry) intensity to build the trans-

fer curve that shows the relationship between the TF level in-

ferred from the mCherry reporter and the output AmCyan (Bleris

et al., 2011). The curves measured with the same TFs have

similar shape after normalization (Figure S1A). A simple model

(Supplemental Experimental Procedures) predicts that the curve

can be quadratic at low and linear at high TF/mCherry levels

(Equation 1):

½AmCyan�= ½mCherry�2
b1 +b2½mCherry�+b3: (1)

However, only HNF4A and HNF1A fit this prediction. HNF1B,

SOX9, and SOX10 exhibit increasing deviations that are well

described by a saturating rational function (Equation 2):

½AmCyan�= ½mCherry�
a1 + a2½mCherry�: (2)

Accordingly, the observed behavior is a superposition of

the responses described by Equations 1 and 2 (Figure S1B). In

a cotransfection, dependency (Equation 2) is characteristic of

an incoherent feedforward regulation (Bleris et al., 2011), and

we speculate that TFs with the highest deviation might also act

as negative regulators of their output by either repression or ste-

ric hindrance of the compact promoter region (Cruz-Solis et al.,

2009). The transfer curve shape provides information on reporter

response to different TF levels, and its deviation from a simple

prediction can justify further mechanistic studies.
Signal Amplification using Positive Feedback
The sensors we characterized earlier are simple open-loop

systems in which the signal propagates sequentially. They

generate low absolute output levels that might not suffice to

transduce a TF signal into robust downstream actuation. A pos-

itive feedback, whereby the output positively regulates its own

expression, can amplify the output relative to the open-loop

scenario (Acar et al., 2005; Ajo-Franklin et al., 2007; Alon,

2007; Becskei et al., 2001; Enciso and Sontag, 2005; Tan

et al., 2009), with the caveat that weak output leakage in the

absence of an input can self-amplify and lead to output satura-

tion. Because our output is a fluorescent protein, we had to

couple its expression to a transcriptional transactivator we

call an amplifier activator to establish the feedback. We

attempted to reduce autoinduction using low-leakage REs in

combination with a low-leakage minimal promoter and low-

leakage, shallow dose-response DNA regulatory elements for

the amplifier activator. The open-loop sensors satisfied the

first requirement; for the amplifier activator, we chose the

pristinamycin I-dependent transactivator (PIT)2/pristinamycin

I-repressible promoter (PIR) system (Fussenegger et al., 2000)

with reduced sensitivity to small amounts of activator (Pro-

chazka et al., 2014). In summary, we established the positive

feedback by cloning a 2A linker and PIT2 transactivator down-

stream of the AmCyan reporter and a PIT2 DNA binding site

(PIR) upstream of the TF RE (Figure 2A).

We first characterized feedback-amplified sensors in the

HEK Tet-On assay (Figure 2B). The absence of a TF cassette

(TFNEG) was required to faithfully represent the off state

because of TRE promoter leakage in the absence of Dox

(Dox�). The induction ratios against the TFNEG background

range from 10 to 700 (Figure S2C; Table S1). Sensor perfor-

mance depends on the TF input and the RE sequence, with

the strongest leakage in the off state and the lowest on-to-off

ratio observed with 13 REs, in which the PIR is closest to

the TATA box. This ratio increases as the PIR site is pushed

farther away, reaching about 350-fold on average in feed-

back-amplified sensors with R33 REs. Likewise, the amplified

sensors respond strongly to endogenous TF inputs in HuH-7

cells (Figure 2B). The amplification relative to the open-loop

sensors and the absolute induced levels vary between TFs

and cell lines. As an illustration, the 33 C-C SOX10 amplified

sensor shows comparable response in Huh-7 and HEK Tet-

On cells, while its open-loop version responds more strongly

in HuH-7 cells relative to HEK Tet-On cells. In HuH-7 cells, all

HNF1A/B amplified sensors behave similarly, but this is not

so in HEK Tet-On cells.

We next evaluated the mutual orthogonality of the amplified

sensors. The resulting matrix (Figure 2C) shows crosstalk be-

tween the HNF1A/B TFs and the amplified HNF4A sensor that

was not observed with the open-loop sensors. The DNA binding

domains of the two TFs are highly divergent, and members of

the HNF1 family are unable to bind to HNF4A RE. However, it

has been shown that some tissues exhibit HNF1-dependent

HNF4A expression (Boj et al., 2001; Thomas et al., 2001) and

that ectopic expression of HNF1A/B in an HNF4A-negative cell

line (3T3) induces an HNF4A isoform from a distal promoter

(Briançon et al., 2004).
Cell Reports 16, 2525–2537, August 30, 2016 2527
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Figure 2. Initial Characterization of TF Sensors with Positive Feedback

(A) Schematics of a feedback-amplified TF sensor.

(B) Induction levels measured in HEK Tet-On cells and in HuH-7 cells compared to their open-loop counterparts (values reproduced from Figure 1). TF and cell line

names are indicated. Open-loop and amplified sensor outputs are directly comparable, but the amplified output signal is underestimated by a factor of five due to

the 2A sequence (Figure S3B). FB, feedback; TetOn, HEK293 Tet-On cells. Each bar represents mean ± SD of biological triplicates.

(C) Crosstalk between the feedback-amplified sensors and different input TFs.
Mechanistic Dissection of Feedback Amplifiers
The amplified and open-loop sensor outputs correlate in HEK

Tet-On cells (Figure 2). This is contrary to an intuitive expectation

that the induced levels would be identical when the same sensor

is triggered by different TF inputs due to the autocatalytic posi-

tive feedback. In an attempt to explain these observations, we

mutated PIT2 to eliminate the feedback loop (Figures S3A and

S3B) and measured the response of the composite promoters

driving the output to different combinations of the ectopic TF

and the amplifier activator (Figures 3A and 3B; Figure S3C). In

most cases, the ectopic TF input or the amplifier activator alone

triggers low response. A stronger synergistic activation, up to

50-fold higher than expected from adding individual contribu-

tions, was measured when both TF and amplifier activator

were present (Figure 3C). The 3-fold synergy on a composite

promoter comprising activating transcription factor and up-
2528 Cell Reports 16, 2525–2537, August 30, 2016
stream activating sequence binding sites in HeLa cell extracts

(Lin et al., 1990) and synergies on natural promoters (Smith

et al., 2013) were previously reported, but the magnitude of the

effects here surpasses earlier observations, leading to a high-

performance AND gate between the amplifier activator and the

TF input.

We further dissected this phenomenon by varying different

components of the composite promoter and/or the activator

species. We replaced the transactivating domain RelA of PIT2

(otherwise denoted PIT-RelA) with VP16 (Figure S3D), the PIT

DNA binding domain with the erythromycin (ET) binding domain

(Weber et al., 2002) (Figures 3D and 3E), and the minimal pro-

moter sequence with a minimal cytomegalovirus promoter

(CMVMIN) (Figure 3F). Replacing the transactivating domain

improved the synergy due to a reduced efficiency of PIT-VP16

alone at longer distances from the TATA box. Synergy was not
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Figure 3. Characterization of the Composite Promoters

(A) Experimental layout. Both the ectopic mammalian TF and the amplifier activator are induced with Dox. Different combinations of transcriptional inputs are

achieved by withholding either the TF- or the amplifier activator-expressing cassette.

(B) Schematics of different transcriptionally active complexes. DBD, DNA binding domain; AD, activation domain.

(C) Expression levels reached with either or both transcriptional inputs provided to the promoter, as indicated. Different REs are compared.

(D) Effect on synergy of swapping the DBD of the amplifier activator from PIT to ET for three REs of HNF4A.

(E) Effect on synergy of replacing the TF input and its RE without changing the amplifier activator ET-VP16.

(F) Effect on synergy of swapping the minimal promoter from the minimal TATA box to CMVMIN.

(G) Comparison between feedback-amplified sensors harboring a minimal TATA box (top) and those harboring CMVMIN (bottom) with and without the TF input.

13, 23, and 33 HNF1A/B REs are compared.

In all panels, each bar represents mean ± SD of biological triplicates.
affected when we swapped the amplifier activator and the corre-

sponding DNA binding domain, pointing to the general nature of

the synergistic activation and the possibility to use multiple

amplifier activators in parallel. However, replacing the minimal

TATA box with CMVMIN reduced synergy dramatically due to in-

crease in the induction by the amplifier activator alone. CMVMIN

also had a large detrimental effect on the amplified sensors,

which are almost fully induced even in the absence of a TF

input (Figure 3G). With a minimal TATA box, the synergy was

confirmed in two additional cell lines, HeLa and HCT-116

(Figure S3E).
The induction by PIT2 alone decreases with distance between

the PIR and the TATA box. The magnitude of PIT2-only induction

also depends on the downstream TF REs (Figure 4A). Promoters

with HNF REs behave similarly, while promoters with SOX9/10

REs generate somewhat higher expression. We did not find

obvious sequence features that could explain this difference.

With CMVMIN, the PIT2-only induction is higher (Figure 4A, inset).

One explanation is the binding of cryptic endogenous TFs to

either the REs or the minimal promoters. Spurious binding can

be estimated from the leakage of the feedback-amplified sen-

sors in the absence of their cognate TFs. However, there is no
Cell Reports 16, 2525–2537, August 30, 2016 2529
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Figure 4. Analysis of Synergy Data
Synergy is calculated as a ratio of the expression in the presence of both TF and amplifier activator, divided by the sum of expression with TF only and amplifier

activator only. To increase accuracy, TF-only data from Figure 1 is used for calculations (Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

(A) Transactivating efficiency of PIT-RelA amplifier activator as a function of PIR distance from the TATA box. The intervening RE for the endogenous TF input

coupled to the low-leakage promoter (color coded) and the sequence of a minimal promoter (minimal TATA box versus CMVMIN, inset) are compared.

(B) Fully induced expression levels from a composite promoter achieved by providing the ectopic TF input and PIT-RelA, as a function of PIR distance from the

TATA box.

(C) Synergy scores for different composite promoters with PIT-RelA as amplifier activator, as a function of PIR distance from the TATA box.

(D) Schematics of the synergistic positive-feedback amplifier.

(E and F) Simulated (E) and experimental (F) responses of open- and feedback-amplified sensors to varying TF input. Comparison to an amplified loop without

synergy is shown.

(G) Simulated open-loop and amplified response dependency on the binding affinity of the TF input.

(H) Simulated relationship between open- and amplified-loop responses.

(I) Experimental correlation between open- and closed-loop responses for HNF1A/B and SOX9/10 constructs in HEK Tet-On cells.

(J) Simulated off and on responses of feedback-amplified loops as a function of synergy (left) and on-to-off ratio as a function of synergy (right).

(K) Experimental on-to-off ratio of feedback-amplified sensors as a function of synergy (black dots). The straight line is a linear fit forced through zero.

In (A), (B), and (F), error bars represent SD of biological triplicates.
correlation between this leakage and PIT2-only induction (Fig-

ure S4A, top) in sensors furnished with the minimal TATA box,

suggesting that the intervening sequence affects PIT2 trans-

activation potential. However, clear correlation exists between

leakage from amplified sensors and PIT2 induction from com-

posite promoters furnished with CMVMIN (Figure S4A, bottom),

strengthening the hypothesis that there is spurious binding to
2530 Cell Reports 16, 2525–2537, August 30, 2016
CMVMIN acting as a hidden input to the otherwise synergistic

regulatory sequences. This is supported by independent evi-

dence of CMVMIN leakiness (Prochazka et al., 2014).

Synergized output expression triggered by the combined

action of PIT2 and TF input is roughly constant for HNF1A,

HNF1B, and SOX10. For HNF4A, however, synergized expres-

sion declines with distance, similar to PIT2-only induction



(Figure 4B). Replacing RelA with the VP16 transactivation

domain preserves the trends but not the absolute values. Activa-

tion strength by PIT-VP16 alone is reduced about 10-fold relative

to PIT-RelA at short distances (Figure S4B). However, in a

synergistic induction, most of this loss is recovered, reaching

between 25% and 77% of the PIT-RelA values (Figure S4C).

Therefore, the absolute synergy levels are in general higher

when PIT-VP16 is used (Figure S4D). The exact dependency of

synergy on distance varies between TF inputs (Figure 4C), but

all constructs share substantial synergy.

High synergy in feedback-amplified sensors creates a regula-

torymotif, in which positive feedback is integrated in an AND-like

gate with the external TF input (Figure 4D). We built a mecha-

nistic model of this motif (Figure S4E; Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures). The simulation shows that the open-loop

and the synergistic feedback sensors respond gradually to

increasing input, while a sensor without synergy generates a fully

induced response to non-zero inputs (Figure 4E; Figure S4F).

This agrees with the responses of open-loop and amplified

HNF1A sensors in HEK Tet-On cells to Dox-modulated HNF1A

input. Both increase proportionally to the input while maintaining

a constant amplification ratio (Figure 4F). However, an amplified

sensor without synergy generates constant output (Figure 4F).

The simulation also predicts strong correlation between the

output in the open and that in the amplified synergistic loops

(Figures 4G and 4H), in agreement with observations (Figure 4I).

The output of the amplified sensor remains proportional to the

output of the open-loop sensor, with the important practical

implication that the amplified sensor is no longer a bistable on-

off switch (as is the case in feedback loops without synergy).

Instead, it is a proportional signal amplifier, multiplying input

signal intensity by a constant value over a range of inputs. Lastly,

the model predicts a proportional, if non-linear, relationship be-

tween the composite promoter synergy and the dynamic range

of the amplified sensor, with the off state being most sensitive

to synergy (Figure 4J). Experimental data (Figure 4K) agree qual-

itatively with this prediction.

Forward Sensor Design
The simulations and the experimental data reported earlier

enable rational design and optimization of low-leakage feedback

amplifiers. The empirical linear fit of the dataset in Figure 4K is

log10ðon : offÞ= 1:73log10ðsynergyÞ or on : off = 53:7log10ðsynergyÞ.
This means that a synergy score of five or more will result in a

satisfactory on-to-off ratio of the amplified sensor (�16), while

scores > 10 will enable excellent induction of �50. Thus, the

task of designing an amplified sensor is reduced to finding the

composite promoter of appropriate synergy. The data in Figures

3and4suggest that although specific trends vary amongTFs, it is

possible to achieve sufficient synergy either by modulating the

length of the RE and the distance between the TATA box and

the amplifier activator biding site or by altering the transactivating

domain of the amplifier activator. For new sensors, this depen-

dency of synergy on distance should be mapped using two to

three composite promoters that differ in the number of TF REs;

the latter can be obtained from experimental probability weight

matrixes (Jolma et al., 2013) and available literature. These pro-

moters are evaluated under three conditions, AA�/TF+, AA+/
TF�, andAA+/TF+, resulting in nine distinctmeasurements. Apro-

moter with the highest synergy can then be used in an amplified

sensor. We tested this approach with three additional transcrip-

tion activators: TCF/LEF family, downstream effectors of the

Wnt pathway (Buckley et al., 2015; Veeman et al., 2003), the hyp-

oxia inducible factor HIF1A (Schödel et al., 2011), and calcium-

sensitive NFATC1 (Fiering et al., 1990). TCF/LEF andHIF1 are ex-

pressed in HEK Tet-On cells but are only activated in response to

their respective pathways’ ligands (LiCl activating the Wnt path-

ways and CoCl2 mimicking the hypoxic state), while NFATC1 is

not expressed in HEK Tet-On. Accordingly, we relied on pathway

activation to induce TCF/LEF and HIF1 and used a combination

of cDNA of the calcium-sensitive NFATC1 mutant (CA-NFATC1)

and calcium influx (stimulated by ionomycin) for NFATC1 induc-

tion. The composite promoter’s behavior shows the requisite

synergy levels (Figure 5A–5D), and all amplified sensors behave

satisfactorily, better than expected from the preceding empirical

dependency (Figure 5E). Promotermapping is useful for uncover-

ing trends, yet as a rule, sensors for which the RE pushes the

amplifier activator about 110 bp away from the TATA box show

a combination of high induction in the on state and a high on-

to-off ratio (Figures 2, 5, and S2C); if time is of the essence,

then only one structure with 33 or 43 RE repeats and a corre-

sponding separation of 100–130 bp can be tested.

The preceding workflow requires that the TF be inactive in the

ground off state. Although cell lines such as HEK Tet-On natu-

rally lack either expression or activity of certain TFs, establishing

a clean ground off state in the most general case might require a

homozygous deletion of the gene encoding the TF of interest. In

addition, it requires the ability to turn on the TF in a controlled

fashion by ectopic expression using cDNA, a cofactor as an

‘‘on’’ switch, or both. This ability can be compromised when a

crucial cofactor is unknown.

Synergistic Promoter Enables Transcriptional Logic
To further decipher the AND-like behavior of the synergistic

composite promoters, we mapped their response to gradual

changes in the transcriptional inputs. The ectopic TFs were

tuned with Dox via the TRE promoter, while the amplifying acti-

vators PIT-RelA and ET-VP16 were expressed from constitutive

promoters and modulated with the antibiotics pristinamycin (PI)

and erythromycin (ET), respectively. As expected, the responses

fit Dox ANDNOT (antibiotic) logic between the small molecule in-

puts, consistent with the underlying ectopic TF AND amplifier

activator promoter logic (Figure 6A). The AND-gate promoters

can be used to build AND gates between pairs of unrelated

mammalian TFs, with one controlling the amplifier activator

and the other controlling its cognate RE directly (Figure 6B).

We tested this circuitry in HEK Tet-On cells by either adding or

withholding plasmids expressing the TFs of interest. The gate

HNF1A AND SOX10, using PIT-RelA as the amplifier activator,

generates the worst-case on-to-off ratio of �16 (Figure 6C).

The HNF4A AND SOX10 gate with PIT-RelA gives the worst-

case on-to-off ratio of �5. However, replacing PIT-RelA with

PIT-VP16 increases the on-to-off ratio to �40-fold, consistent

with the higher synergy expected from PIT-VP16 (Figure 6D).

The AND-gate behavior observed in HEK Tet-On cells can

also be exploited for identifying simultaneous expression of
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Figure 5. Forward Sensor Engineering
(A–C) For each TF, we show the response of the composite promoter in open-loop configuration (top) and the response of the corresponding feedback loops

(middle) and then compare the distance dependency of PIT-RelA transactivation with the synergized expression (bottom). The cofactors used for induction are

indicated. For NFATC1, induction means expression of the TF cDNA combined with ionomycin.

(D) Synergy for the composite promoters tested in this panel as a function of PIR distance from the TATA box.

(E) On-to-off ratio as a function of synergy for this dataset (red), overlaid on Figure 4K data (gray).

In (A)–(D), error bars represent SD of biological triplicates.
endogenous TFs. The HNF1A/B AND SOX9/10 gate was applied

to a panel of cell lines including HuH-7, HCT-116, HEK293, and

HeLa. In this panel, only HuH-7 cells express both factors, and

HuH-7 is the only cell line that strongly activates reporter expres-

sion (Figure 6E).

Amplified Sensors as Transducers of Biological Activity
Having established selective and strong output activation by

endogenous TFs, we attempted to transduce it to other types

of biological activity. First, we tested the ability of the open-

loop and the amplified sensors to induce a synthetic miRNA

miR-FF4 and knock down gene expression in response to

endogenous HNF1A/B in Huh-7 cells (Figure S5A). Knockdown

efficiency elicited by the open-loop sensor was only �3.5-fold

(Figure S5B), improving somewhat with an amplified sensor (Fig-

ure S5C). The improvement was smaller than the concomitant in-

crease in the AmCyan andmiR-FF4 levels, consistent with earlier

observations on RNAi knockdown kinetics in the case of simulta-

neousmiRNA and target expression from transfected constructs

(Lapique and Benenson, 2014). Briefly, the miRNA target protein

commences expression immediately and builds up high back-

ground levels during the time it takes to accumulate sufficient

miRNA to elicit efficient knockdown. With feedback amplifica-
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tion, the delay between transfection and miRNA accumulation

is expected to be even longer. We employed the internal de-

synchronization method using a Cre recombinase inversion of

the output described earlier (Lapique and Benenson, 2014)

and, as expected, observed a robust knockdown of about 20-

fold of downstream target (Figures 7A and 7B).

The amplifier activator can be used to transactivate additional

genes via suitable promoter; combined with miRNA expression,

this enables simultaneous and anticorrelated control of two or

more genes conditioned upon a single transcriptional trigger

(FigureS6). To illustrate this,weconstructed aPIRTIGHT-controlled

(Hansen et al., 2014) mCitrine cassette and combined it with the

amplified HNF1A/B sensor and miR-FF4 targeted mCherry

gene. The circuit was tested using HuH-7 as a HNF1A/B-positive

cell and HEK293 and HeLa as HNF1A/B-negative cells. We find

that all outputs behave as expected, with Cyan and Citrine highly

expressed in HuH-7 cells and mCherry high in HEK293 and HeLa

cells (Figure 7C). The fold change is between two and three orders

ofmagnitude, with the best case as 320-fold AmCyan induction in

HuH-7 versus HEK293 and the worst case as a 20-fold difference

in Citrine between HuH-7 and HEK293 cells.

Another common application of sensor systems is irreversible

cell marking using site-specific recombination. We substituted
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Figure 6. AND Logic on the Composite Promoter

(A) Experimental setup for independent input modulation and the logic circuit abstraction of this setup (left). Promoter response as a function of varying levels of

the TF and the amplifier activator inputs (right). Abx, antibiotic; PI, pristinamycin; ET, erythromycin.

(B) Schematics of an AND gate between two ectopic transcriptional inputs.

(C) AND gate between SOX10 and HNF1A.

(D) AND gate between HNF4A and SOX10. Left, the gate that used PIT-RelA. Right, the same gate employing PIT-VP16.

(E) AND gate between HNF1A/B and SOX9/10 discriminates between cell lines using endogenous levels of TF inputs. The bar chart shows AmCyan output levels

in different cell lines (each bar represents mean ± SD of biological triplicates), and the micrographs show the expression of transfection marker mCherry (red) and

the AmCyan output (green). Scale bars, 100 mm.
AmCyan with a Cre recombinase (Figure 7D) to evaluate this

scenario, testing amplified sensors for both HNF1A and SOX10

(Figure 7E). We observe highly specific TF-dependent recombi-

nation resulting in a 10- to 25-fold Citrine induction in the HEK

Tet-On assay and up to 100-fold selectivity in Huh-7, with endog-

enous transcriptional inputs with virtually zero leakage in the TF-

negative cells (Figure 7F).

DISCUSSION

Our study establishes a methodology for using endogenous TFs

as input signals to artificial gene circuits in mammalian cells. The
assay based on ectopic coexpression of the transcriptional input

of interest, together with a fluorescent protein, provides an infor-

mation-rich platform that can be used both for bulk comparison

of different REs and for their in-depth characterization using

binned response curves. In particular, the latter can point to de-

viations of measured behavior from simple mechanistic models

and justify further studies. The assay can likewise be used to vali-

date observations made in natural contexts or in vitro and to de-

convolve complex behaviors by isolating the effects originating

from putative interaction partners. Use of amplified sensors on

a neutral background is a sensitive detector of direct and indirect

crosstalk that is otherwise missed in open-loop sensors. The
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extension of this assay can encompass application-specific cell

types (such as induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)), in which

the TF of interest is deleted genetically, preserving the rest of

the cell background relevant to this application. However, cofac-

tors can be studied quantitatively in a cell line such as HEK Tet-

On by inducible ectopic expression of the cofactors, together

with the studied TF. In summary, our assay can complement

other approaches (Dean et al., 2010; Olson et al., 2014; Patward-

han et al., 2012; Peirano and Wegner, 2000; Sharon et al., 2012)

by providing complete control over the TF input, its cofactors,

and the structure of the RE.

We further establish a robust, programmable, modular tool

for transcriptional signal amplification, with the help of the AND-

gate positive-feedbacksensor. Althoughsynergiesbetween tran-

scriptional inputs on promoters have been observed previously,

we reach very high levels that justify the interpretation of the

behavior as a logic AND gate. Combining high synergy with pos-

itive feedback generates a proportional signal amplifier, unlike

previously describedbinary switches.We show that the induction

ratio of the amplified sensor is proportional to the synergy levels

on the promoter. We suggest a workflow to tune the ratio based

on systematic dissection of different parameters and apply it suc-

cessfully to three additional TFs. The AND-gate promoter also

leads to two-input AND gates between pairs of unrelated tran-

scriptional inputs with high on-to-off ratios. We were able to

improve the performance of these gates using our design rules.

Most constructs and functionalities are confirmed in theHuH-7

cell line with physiological input levels. The amplified sensors

were able to trigger efficient multipronged biological actuation

in the form of RNAi, transactivation, and site-specific recombina-

tion. These sensing and transduction capabilities fill the missing

link between endogenous transcriptional activities and previ-

ously established strategies to implement transcriptional logic

(Hansen et al., 2014; Khalil et al., 2012; Leisner et al., 2010; Ran

et al., 2012), and they will facilitate construction of logic circuits

of increasing complexity. Logic gates between arbitrary TFs

could enable specific cell targeting based on complex transcrip-

tional profiles, further contributing to the ongoing effort toward

improving tissue- and lineage-specific transgene expression in

mammalian cells, with applications in basic research (Halpern

et al., 2008) and gene therapy (Busskamp et al., 2010). Given

the central role of TFs in cell fate determination and in develop-

ment, one can further envision complex autonomous sense-
Figure 7. Transduction of Transcriptional Activity into Various Downst

(A) Multipronged actuation combining downstream RNAi with transactivation, inc

target, PIR-driven mCitrine.

(B) The improvement in RNAi knockdown with the delayed switch, comparing bet

(top) and flow cytometry plots (bottom).

(C) The outputs generated by the multipronged sensor in three cell lines triggered

of AmCyan (cyan), Citrine (yellow), and mCherry (red). Transfection marker infrar

Note the low transfection efficiency in HeLa cells.

(D) Schematics of TF-driven, feedback-amplified expression of Cre recombinase

(E) Response of two amplified Cre sensors to ectopic induction of their respective

(right).

(F) Endogenous TF-driven, recombinase-triggered gene inversion in three cell line

(bottom). Representative images are shown. The Citrine signal (yellow) is represe

Scale bars, 100 mm. HeLa cell images have higher background when similar sett

In (B), (C), (E), and (F), each bar represents mean ± SD of biological triplicates.
and-respond circuits that monitor and control cell fate in diverse

scenarios such as stem cell therapy, artificial developmental

schemes, and tissue engineering and regeneration.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

For details, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Briefly, plasmids

were constructed using standard restriction-ligation cloning. cDNA of

mammalian TFs was obtained from the Integrated Molecular Analysis of Ge-

nomes and their Expression (IMAGE) Consortium. All plasmids were purified

with an endotoxin removal kit (Norgen) before transfection. Cell lines were

obtained commercially and cultured using recommended media for up to

2 months. Transfections were done using Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technolo-

gies) according to guidelines. Transfection setup and the scale for each panel

are reported in Table S4.Microscopy imageswere taken�48 hr post-transfec-

tion using a Nikon Eclipse Ti inverted microscope. Appropriate filter combina-

tions were used to image different fluorescent proteins. Flow cytometry

measurements were performed�48 hr post-transfection on a BD Biosciences

LSRFortessa II cell analyzer. Photomultiplier tube (PMT) voltage in the AmCyan

channel was different between open-loop and feedback sensors, and a

conversion factor was calculated to bring the readouts to the same scale

(Figures S2A and S2B). Data analysis for bar charts was performed with

FlowJo software. The model was built with SimBiology and binning, and

data fitting was done with MATLAB.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

six figures, and four tables and can be found with this article online at http://

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2016.07.061.
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